Building Life Long Skills

The Log _ Camp Runoia
Alumnae Organization
Letter from the President
Dear Alums,

April, 2018

After a late-arriving winter and not much spring to speak of,
it is nice to know that we are turning the corner and approaching summer. The three regional gatherings for alumnae that we had this year, in Boston, Annapolis, and New
York City, certainly helped keep our minds and hearts with
Runoia all year long. Thanks to Marie Claude Francoeur,
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that $27,500 of our fundraising goal of $30,000 to honor
Pam’s 30th year has been raised so far. We are determined
to reach or exceed that goal by the CRAO annual meeting
on Saturday, July 28, 2018. A gift to this effort will not only
honor Pam’s many years of service, but her thoughtful and
forward-thinking leadership in times of growth and transition, and her commitment to making the camp experience
available to so many girls who could not afford the opportunity without financial assistance.
As always, a tax-deductible gift to the Camp Runoia Alumnae
Organization can be made by check in the attached envelope
or through the PayPal link on the Alumnae Organization page
of the Camp Runoia website (https://runoia.com/alumnae/
about-crao/).

Kara Greer, Jody Dixon, and Asha Wills for hosting and
helping to organize these events, to Meg Tabell Kasprak and
Sarah Tabell Nocka for their sisterly support in New York,
and to the more than 35 alums from many different decades
who joined us at the three venues. It was a great way to reconnect and reminisce!
And now, opening day of Pam’s thirtieth summer leading at
Runoia is just around the corner! I am pleased to announce
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But wait! There’s one more way to honor Pam this summer,
and to help us reach our fundraising goal. And you get to
have lobster! Board member Marie-Claude Francoeur has
graciously offered to host a “lobstah suppah” at her family’s
camp on the water in lovely Boothbay Harbor, Maine. She
will donate the lobsters; board members will provide the trimmings! There is plenty of space, rain or shine, and a classic
Maine waterfront view. And the chance to thank Pam in person for all she has done to keep Runoia and camp friends in
our hearts for always.
Bring a group of old camp friends, your spouse or significant
other, or anyone else who wants to help us honor Pam!
Here are the event details:
Date: Saturday, June 23, 4:30 p.m.
Location: 53 McKown Point, Boothbay Harbor
Minimum Donation: $25 per person
Requested Donation: $50 per person
(remember, this is a fundraiser)
RSVP by June 16 to Marie-Claude:
marieclaude.francoeur@gmail.com.
Send payment to Jody Sataloff, 9 Birch Knolls,
Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107.
Please note payment is for lobster supper.
Make checks payable to CRAO.
Continued on Page 2
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May is an interesting time at camp. You know those ferns you see in the summer that
are two to three feet tall? Right now, they are tiny fiddle heads, pushing up out of the
ground. Amazingly, they do it year after year. Just like our campers, they sprout and
grow as the summer goes on. The next summer, they return again to build on the experience they had from their roots of the summer before.
New campers exchange experiences with generational campers. While some families are
bringing multi-generational campers to Runoia, a number of Alumnae are sending their
daughters for the very first time. We have alumnae daughters coming from all over the
states as well as Japan and Mexico. We also have a camper returning from Turkey and
one from China. As we consider all the global connections we have as business people
through our own travel experiences, we feel it is fantastic these girls come from all over
to meet at Runoia. Our hopes are their roots at Runoia may keep them connected for
the rest of their lives. As each camper grows
in the Runoia time-warp from a sprouting
camper to a young woman, we feel fortunate to help nurture the process of helping
each to grow a little more each summer.
Camp Runoia is celebrating its 112th season of girls coming together from around the country and across the globe to grow
and build on their own experiences. At Runoia genuine connections are made as
campers and counselors remain unplugged; there are no screens to get lost in – just
a friend, a book or a campfire.
Pam Cobb
For the Camp Runoia Team

Letter from the President
We hope to see you in June! Of course, alums are always
welcome to join us for the annual meeting on Saturday,
July 28, at 10 a.m. And don’t forget that Jody Dixon is
organizing another way to gather with old camp friends
at the Stratton Brook Hut on July 25-27. Make your
reservations soon! Contact Jody (jodydixon@aol.com)
for more details or see the posting on the CRAO Facebook page.
Chadiyah!
Boop
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Valerie Kind-Rubin “All is well with our family. The girls, also Runoia alumnae, are spread around the country. Jen Kind-Rubin lives in
NYC, Emily Kind-Rubin in Philadelphia, Molly Kind-Rubin in New Orleans and Lizzie Kind-Rubin in San Francisco. I have so many
wonderful memories from Runoia: singing the one song I knew all the words to (but not the tune) “Here’s to Our Camp”, the thrill of becoming a Junior Maine Guide, co-leading the Blue team to victory, and the fun of being a counselor. Meg (Tabell) Kasprak and I are spending
next weekend together and will absolutely be reminiscing!
Theo Holt writes: and I are settling in to life in Seattle and loving everything from the mountains to the Puget Sound. Some days I’ll wake up
to go fishing for Salmon and Cutthroat before work, and weekends are spent exploring mountains and steams. In many ways, it reminds me
of Maine, which I miss dearly. Hope we have the opportunity to enjoy vespers by the lake sometime soon.
Meri Wicks shares about her family connections to Runoia: connections include my mom, Prudence Taylor, attending for two summers,
both my grandmother and my great aunt attending, and finally my great grandmother being one of the cooks in the kitchen. She was the one
that found this special place, so I owe a lot to her! While there are so many memories, my favorite has always been the way I felt while down
at the waterfront. I was so fortunate to spend 11 summers waking up next to the water. I may have not taken it for granted then, looking back
now, I couldn’t have imagined growing up any other way. I still find myself bringing back those memories of swimming, sailing, and driving
the ski boat to help me escape these cold winter months. As life has moved on and I traded the Camp Runoia uniform in for business casual,
the memories of my days spent on the waterfront have never faded away.
Diane Michaels Meyer sent us a note: I think about everyone I met, and to this day I tell folks what a magnificent, magical place Runoia is.
I really miss it! It makes me very nostalgic and I wish I could turn back the clocks every June. One of my favorite memories is the night they
woke us for the Northern lights. That was amazing! I have a son from a previous marriage who is married with two sons. I was married 3/27/04
to Stephen Meyer, a retired chef. I owned the first Cruise Only agency in Virginia, Let’s Cruise! Inc. and am now retired.
Judy Thompson Oltmans: I loved so many of the obvious things about Runoia. What I valued and appreciated most beyond words was Betty
Cobb’s tremendous generosity in allowing my child AND my horse to accompany me. They were wonderful years for all of us! I also loved
my job as an instructor and watching the growth of so many children. Some of my fondest memories were the quiet early mornings when I
was heading up to feed the horses and would pass BJ Howard heading down for coffee. I also enjoyed as well our banana banter as heads of
our tables at opposite ends of the dining hall. There were so many wonderful moments but those are some that stand out!
Julie Thompson Fralich: Great memories of summers at Runoia. Loved camping, canoe trips, remember canoeing across Long Lake when
the water was rough to some mysterious, magical camp site. I still wonder where it was. Never did like hiking up Mt Tumbledown -- always
liked the song though. Remember digging pix holes, making bubble and squeak, doughboys, banana boats. We also had some fun times when
seniors and we stayed in a rented cabin on the coast --perhaps at Port Clyde. I also remember having to roll all our clothes in a sleeping bag
with a tarp -- no fancy equipment at that time.
Paula Preston, 1953-56, I think Mom (KT Preston) and I started camp in 1953, came back in 1954 and missed 1955 because my sister Kathy
was born and then the 3 of us came back in 1956.
Diane Smith “Doing lots of traveling -- miss being at camp! Love hearing from and about campers and counselors!! Such great memories.”
Diane travels all over helping with work on Pacific Golden Plovers. From Tahiti to Hawaii and Nome Alaska, with time to visit Todd Erler
and family in Seattle and enjoy family time around the holidays in Cape Elizabeth with Anne Erler Howell and Mazy and Ezra as well as Mark
Erler and Daphne. She is enjoying her summer house on Washington Pond in Maine and exploring the lake by kayak and sailboat when at
all possible.
Zareen Taj Mirza “Missing you all from (1967 and/or 1968 or 1969). Both shoulders surgically corrected, and lipoma removed from left
arm.”
Kristen Nocka, has finished a two year research assistant position at Boston Children’s Hospital and is grad school for a masters in Public
Health graduating in the spring 2018. Sarah Tabell Nocka is still enjoying her job at the Charles River Center, a human services agency serving adults and children with developmental disabilities in MA.
Andrea “Nandy” Bradford shares about her three Runoia gals: Stephie Bradford will be graduating law school in Austin, TX in spring
2018 and starting a job in NYC. Sarah Bradford is working for an immigration law firm in NYC and starting law school in the fall. Lizzie
Brandford is studying at Kenyon College.
Ayaka Okada Komiya from Tokyo Japan, who attended Runoia in 1982s, now has her daughter returning to Runoia for her second summer. Two of our current camp families are visiting Ayaka and her
daughter, Misuzu, in Tokyo this spring. Misuzu and Katie Fuller are pictured here.
Judith Reynolds Shaw: “I have fond memories of my 3 years at Runoia -- the wonderful counselors,
friends and challenging adventures, including long canoe trips. I remember the smell of the forest and
the calls of the loons. Truly Runoia is a special place”
Molly Biddiscombe, who works for a sports agency in NYC, traveled to South Korea for the Winter
Olympics this February and moved to Montenegro.
Jody Sataloff: Jody writes that she loves being retired and having more time to spend with her three
Maine grandchildren, Rose, Freddy and Josie. She got to catch up with her 6th shack roommate, Ann
Burrage, whom she hadn’t seen in exactly 50 years. She is grateful to the CRAO for supporting camperContinued on Page 4
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ships and to Pam for keeping the Runoia tradition alive. She shares: “One of my favorite memories is one summer near the end camp when I was
in 7th shack the team captains got to dress up as Betty, Phil, Johnny and other camp “notables” and put on a skit at night. I was Johnny and she
left me out her bloomers and a shirt she always wore, and a funny little hat. The skit we wrote was hilarious, and Johnny was beside herself and
I laughed so hard I wet my pants...which were actually her bloomers! Mortifying!”
Margaret Loiselle: I was asked to take a promotion, but it required relocation to Kansas City. It’s been a pretty big shift (Midwest winters are
COLD, and I apparently became a big wimp after being in Florida with the Air Force, and then New Mexico with my last job). Slowly getting
my thicker skin back. LOL. The new job is Deputy General Counsel for Honeywell here in KC and now living in Overland Park, KS. The Dept
of Energy has hired Honeywell to support its national nuclear security mission here in KC, and also in Albuquerque, Las Vegas, and Georgia. We
basically manufacture the components necessary to keep the U.S. safe from nuclear threats. In my role, I help with the actual contracts for the
stuff we need to buy, and also corporate compliance, employee issues, litigation if necessary, and yes, theoretically patents and licenses, although
IP isn’t my strong suit - sort of the kitchen sink when it comes to practicing law.
Sharon West: “It was such a treat to see everyone at Marie Claude and Kara Greer’s Boston reunion. I look forward to reconnecting with more
Runoia folks in January at Jody Dixon’s in Maryland.”
Maggie Williams Bradley writes, “Chris and Matti stay the course. Captain Haven “retired” from the army last June and went to Sierra Leone
and Camaroon to check on projects he had been working on. Through the month of December he continued to take daily dips in Great Pond!
He is moving to Silicone Valley for coding bootcamp and is taking the GMAT for business school. Maggie Bradley graduated from Cornell with
a degree in mechanical engineering and robotics. She traveled on her own backpacking through Europe and studying Mandarin in China. As of
January Maggie took a job with DEKA in NH focusing on Robotics.
Liz Smith West shares that Dave accepted a new job in April, which brought them back to Connecticut from Illinois. Liz telecommutes with her
company and continues to work in Illinois. After touring over a dozen colleges, Allison chose Purdue: both Liz and Dave’s alma mater!
Ali Dahnert, Junior at Lewis and Clark, is majoring in international affairs with religious studies minor. She did a NOLS course in the Rockies
for her second semester this year. Jen Sachs Dahnert continues to enjoy her work at Princeton in development.
Cathy Fuller Nicolson writes about her excitement of granddaughter Sayles (Betsy Nicolson’s daughter) starting camp at Runoia in Harmony
Land in 2018. Also that Cathy still spends a week each summer volunteering for Camp Erin, a bereavement camp for children ages 7-15. She
is thankful for all she learned through the Runoia experience and how she can give that to others now. Check out Camp Erin in your local area!
Betsy Nicholson is NOAA’s North regional director and Betsy succeeded getting the Northeast Ocean Plan certified by the White House in
2017. Go Betsy! Betsy and her family took a three month sabbatical to Australia this winter.
Viva de Vicq de Cumptic is at school at the University of So. California and living in LA this summer. Missing Great Pond and all things Runoia.
Susan Griffith Lisheron writes about camp: I am so grateful for the encouragement and camaraderie that enabled me to push myself to accomplish more than I thought I could! Camp Runoia made me a more self-sufficient and confident person. I often meet women that would have
benefited from struggling across a windy lake in a canoe against the rain - they have no idea the strength that lies inside them! These memories
stand out as rare gems: 1. The whole camp laying out on the field at night watching a meteor shower. 2. My first experience skippering in a sailboat race. I was terrified. And I loved it. 3. Galloping horses across a high hill at dusk 4. Swimming the horses bareback at the beach!
Sally Frank’s memory from camp: Pitching a tent on a slanted, hard rock on top of Mt. Tumbledown in which I was sleeping on the lower side.
I ended up sleeping in a pool of water, so I found a soft, dry spot on top of poor Jen Levine, my tent mate who was on the dry side! And her
connections to Runoia:
Sandy Griffith Stietz: I know my last year was 1965. So either I was at camp for 10 or 11 years. I know I went thru CIT with Greenie and then
was an Aide. My first year I was only supposed to be there for the first month, but I broke my wrist the first week playing Run Sheepy Run. I
convinced my parents to let me stay for the whole summer. The first couple of years I took the train to camp from Grand Central Station. We left
in the afternoon I believe and spent the night on the train arriving at the station in Belgrade. I remember meeting up there under the Camp Runioa sign, as there were other camps going on the train too. It was so much fun sleeping on the train. Runioa girls had a whole car for ourselves.
My roommate for every year I was a camper was Noni Crowell. Our birthdays were on the same day, Aug 9th, so we celebrated together ever
year at camp. I have so many incredible memories of camp…. cruises, incredible canoe trips, Sports week, swim classes and swimming grading
(ugh), Diving…never could get my center of gravity going in the right direction, war canoe to Belgrade Lakes for ice cream. Connections: Joe,
Polly, Carla, Gerbie, Barbie Leeder, Johnnie, Betty and Phil, Bunny. But most of all it’s the campers I looked forward to seeing again summer
after summer. I am convinced that my years spent at camp had a profound influence on who I became as a woman. I was a Blue thru and thru.
Both Junior and Senior captain. I think we only won one year I was there. I still have the little Bluie Bee the team made for me and gave me
the last night of camp, the paper with the words to the song they wrote for Noni and I (we were co-captains) including all their signatures! I still
remember all the words to all the camp songs. It was a totally awesome experience…one I will never forget.
My name (way back then) was Anne T. Nelson - Years 1947, 48. I came to Runoia from Chicago with Janey Holler and Janey Rose. Janey
Holler married Art Rotman. They have a couple of kids that have their families in Minneapolis. I stopped there in route back to Florida from
California about 1998. I was in the second cabin, then the 3rd and the Janeys were in the 4th (oldest). I stopped by Runoia about 15 - 20 years
ago. It is quite a bit bigger than when we were there but much of it seemed very familiar. The three of us went to Girls’ Latin School in Chicago.
I was living with Janey while my mother was elsewhere. Janey knew of Runoia from living previously in Pennsylvania. She had been to Runoia
before. The 3 of us took the train to New York from Chicago and all the kids from Cincinnati met us there and we all took the night time train
to Maine. Coming back we were left at Grand Central Station and were picked up there by family. From then on, I was HOOKED on the East
Coast and New England.
Continued on Page 6
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Births:
Kathryn Roberts Dinneen and Brian announced Heidi Jan Dinneen’s
arrival on December 16, 2017
Alexandra Cavoulacos and Anthony Ramirez
welcomed Eloise to their worlds November
19, 2017. We are thrilled for all of you!

Weddings

Kristina Roberts Robinson and Jeff Robinson with their son Bennett, announce the
arrival of Caleb Robinson on Feb. 28. Congrats Kristina and family. We look forward
to seeing them windsurfing in the future!

Passings:
Mary Elizabeth “Betsy” Speicher,
of Lexington, died at her home on
Monday, October 30, 2017.

We are catching up from last summer:
Roberta “Robbie” Saenz
married Patricio Cumming
June 10, 2017 – Congratulations!

Celebrating Runoia Alumna Mary Elizabeth “Betsy” Speicher
Mary Elizabeth Betsy Speicher, age 69, of Lexington, died unexpectedly at her home on Monday,
October 30, 2017. Betsy was born in Reading, Pennsylvania in 1948 to her late parents, John
Stanton Speicher and Elizabeth Ann Barr. The oldest of three children, she grew up in Wyomissing Hills, Pennsylvania before attending Bucknell University.
Betsy furthered her studies with a masters degree from Purdue University, and a doctorate in human development
from Harvard Graduate School of Education. A licensed psychologist and educator, in her early career Betsy served
in numerous professional capacities including as a psychologist in private practice and as an Assistant Professor
at both the University of Rhode Island and Boston University. She then joined the Lexington Public Schools as a
Psychologist in 1994 and served for more than twenty years before retiring in June of 2015.
Betsy was known for her sense of humor and unmistakable laugh, local town activism, and love of a good argument! She was a member of the League of Women Voters in Lexington, and volunteered to drive for FISH of
Lexington. Betsy also was an active member in the Peacock Farm Association.
The things in life that brought her immense joy include spending time with her grandchildren and her many
treasured friends, reading, traveling, and memories of her childhood summers spent at Camp Runoia in Belgrade
Lakes, Maine. In addition to friends near and far, she leaves behind her loving daughter, Elizabeth Nadzo and her
son-in-law Eric of Concord, MA. She was the proud grandmother of Sarah, Benjamin, and John Nadzo, and the
beloved sister to Ann Cahill of Jacksonville, FL and John Speicher of Sinking Springs, PA.
A celebration of her life will be held in the spring. In lieu of flowers, contributions in her memory may be made
to the “Betty Cobb Campership Fund, payable to the Camp Runoia Alumnae Organization, c/o Jody Sataloff, 9
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107.
From daughter and Runoia alumna, Liz Nadzo, she would be ecstatic to know her granddaughter, Sarah, is attending Runoia this summer. Pam Cobb fondly remembers Betsy meeting her at Lexington, MA camp fairs over

the years who was a fantastic champion of Runoia and always a blast to get together with at the camp fairs.
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Veronica Astorga 2014-2015, I will never forget the canoeing trip including sleeping in tents, eating chicken pot pie and all the games we
played. Also, one of my favorite memories at camp was the pranks and games that my shack and I used to do and, how can I forget my first
time sailing that was the most enjoyable activity I did at camp. Finally, every meal was amazing, from breakfast until milk and crackers, the
taste was delicious. I could keep writing and writing about two of my favorite summers when I had the chance to experience different activities
and have the opportunity of growing up as an individual. I will definitely try to visit camp for the 115th reunion.
Rhonda Bodenmiller Barron 1981 Lives in Michigan and is owner of the Good Dog Cookie Company (Gourmet Dog treats). Her memories: I just remember having a great summer and loving all the time with the kids. I taught arts and crafts and tennis. It’s funny in my mind
they are all still little girls. But in reality all have families of their own! My favorite was learning all the camp songs. I remember fondly my
cabin room mate Marie-Claude!
Laura Cesar: I was a camper from 2014-2015 and a CIT in 2016! I was on the White Team! I
know the friendships I have made through Camp Runoia will last a lifetime. Spending my summers
shooting archery, sailing on Great Pond, hiking Mount Katahdin, and sitting around the campfire
with my summer sisters are some of my favorite summer memories. :)
Ellie Wenneker: I graduated from Johns Hopkins last spring and now I’m doing Teach For America
in Ft. Worth for 2 years. I teach bilingual 2nd grade (English and Spanish)!
Ted Dishner shares news about all the Dishner family: Kelly lives in Portland Maine working
for a Boston based IT company and volunteers at the Animal Refuge League. Robin is in her 7th
year teaching at Hight school of Economics and Finance in NYC. Kathy is in her 2nd year of her
own private practice in Camden Maine. Ted spent his 7th summer at Runoia teaching wood shop
and overseeing target sports as well as securing his position as “Beverage Man” at outdoor meals. We are grateful for all the summers Ted has
dedicated to Runoia. Altogether, the Dishners have amassed over 40 summers at Runoia. We are thankful for all they have brought to Runoia
over so many summers!
Barbara Reed: “My great niece, Meri Wicks, is now in the Portland area and we have dinner together occasionally.”
CAMP RUNOIA REUNIONS!
Reunions 2017-2018 were a big hit. Thanks to participants and to the organizers, Marie-Claude
Francoeur, Asha Wills, Kara Greer, Jody Dixon and the Tabell Sisters! Participants included:
In Boston: Cindy Bortman Boggess, Jennifer Corson LeBow, Liz West Smith and
Sharon West, Sara Tabell, Heather Griffin, Kathy Prodo, Mj Auns, Krissy Auns,
Betsy Nicholson and her mom Kathy
Fuller, Melissa Gary, Mitra Morgan, Kara,
Ava, MC, Marie-Josée Duquette, Andrea
Florey Bradford.
Thanks to our generous donors for the silent auction: Penny Britell, Sarah Sutel, the
Tabell Sisters, Nandy, Cindy, Pam, Ava and Kara, and Marie-Claude.
New York City in March:

Having this first round of regional gatherings has given me such a wonderful perspective about what a summer at camp continues to provide for those lucky enough
to be able to go. On Saturday night, we had alums who attended camp in the 1960s
all the way through to at least 2007 — almost fifty years of shared experience. Hearing about so many fond memories makes me realize (again) that Runoia may have
changed in many ways, but everything essential about the camp experience endures.

Meg Tabell Kasprak, Sarah Tabell Nocka, Jody Rowell Dixon, Andrea “Nandy” Florey Bradford, Marie-Claude Francoeur, Sarah Sutel, Alice Ruiz, Samantha Britell
Levine, Tori Russel, Sarah
Bradford, Megan Lasher,
Canning Robb, Jackie
(Yami) Bonome organized
by Asha Wills and Roberta
“Boop” Tabell Jordan. Thanks to the Tabell parents who allowed the CRAO gathering
to happen at their space in New York City!
The following people attended the reunion at Jody Dixon’s home in January:
Sharon West, Nell Wood Buhlmar, Katherine Read, Linda Rosenberg Maguire,
Boop Tabell Jordan, Tracy Diamond Ehlers, Molly Jordan Kim, Liz West Smith, Rachel
Albershardt, Keira Hamilton Martone

Maryland Reunion Crew at
Jody Dixon’s Home

Donations
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Diane Dorsey Edwards

“Even though I never had the opportunity to be at camp (Pam’s sitter in 1965, counselor in 66 and
67, chaperoned campers from Philly to camp in 68) I saw the impact of Runoia on her campers.
It was so amazingly positive in developing strong young women. Keep up the good work.”
Great Pond $1,000 - $4,999
The Berghost Foundation, Kara Greer, Harriet Hubbard, Valerie Kind Rubin
Katahdin $500 - $999
Matti Bradley, Diane Dorsey Edwards, and once again Diane Dorsey Edwards , Ann Greene, Zareen Taj Mirza, Jody
Sataloff, Tomlinson Family Foundation
Bigelow $250 - $499
Bank of America Employee Giving, Andrea Bradford, Marie Claude Francoeur, Melissa Gabriel, Sarah Hommel,
Roberta Jordan, Yuki Moore Laurenti, Joyce Leader, Elizabeth Nicholson, Diane Smith, Mary McKenzie Williamson
Mt. Blue $100 - $249
Deborah Bernstein, Mary Young Bragado, Jamie and Angela Marzilli Cluchey, Virginia Egan, Abigail Gorton, Kara
Greer, David and Miriam Horton, Andrew and Molly Jordan Kim, Jane Rines Marone, Polly Willard Marvin, Christina Mathers, Angie McGinnis, Barbara “Bobbie” Miller, Catharine Nicholson, Kristine Oliver, Perry Flynt Phinney,
Barbara Reed, Jane Rohrbach, Antoinette Farrar Seymour, Judith Reynolds Shaw, Elisabeth Wells, Sharon West, Kate
Wilkinson, Susan Yates
Tumbledown $50 - $99
Jan Leader Ahern, Mary Jane Auns, Luch Baruch, Anne Morgan Battle, Patricia and David Critchfield Casserly, Mary
Ann Cook, Virginia Geyer, Laurel (Nadzo) Johns, Alice Kirkpatrick, Eva Lee, Sarah Miller Maher, Mitra Morgan, Reece
and Helen Roth, Nancy Berkowitz Shulman, Ruth Jacobi Swedlow, Sigrid Weinschreider
Mt. Phillip $10 - $49
Jane Sutton, Paula Preston, Karen Mynes Allen, Barbara Fleming-Gifford, Mary Bauman Gates, Jean Goldsborough,
Beatrice Saxonis, Jane and Arthur Singer, Catherine Hamm, David Hathaway, Lisa Siegal

Tidbits
Viva Voce!!! The best Runoia advertising is through word of mouth. Alumnae,
please share and talk it up with your family, neighbors, friends and co-workers!
Dont forget? If you want to save paper, please send us your email and a note
reminding us you’d like to go green and still keep up with the news. Our beloved
Betty Cobb, would love you for it! Email pam@runoia.com

www.runoia.com

A reminder
Runoia tee shirts and clothing can
be bought at Lands End and vintage
Runoia apparel at Amerasport.com

Facebook,
Pinterest,
Blog,
Twitter
Instagram
and more!

Remember to “like” us

Pam and Audie

Camp Runoia Alumnae Organization
PO Box 450
Belgrade Lakes, ME 04918 USA

President
Roberta “Boop” Tabell Jordan
Vice President
Anne McKenna
Treasurer
Jamie Cluchey
Secretary
Diane Smith

Trustees
MJ Mott Auns
Nandy Florey Bradford
Matti Williams Bradley
Holly Rutherford Bukacek
Jenny Sachs Dahnert
Chad Diamond
Jody Rowell Dixon
Marie-Claude Francoeur
Kara Greer
Annie-Mac Kilian
Yuki Moore Laurenti
Angela Marzilli
Betsy Nicholson
Krissy Auns Oliver
Jane Orbeton
Jody Sataloff
Claire Williamson
Asha Wills
Susan Yates

Thank you volunteers to the CRAO!

